With the PRO Series by SANYO, you can connect in less than a second to the world’s largest push-to-talk community, millions strong. The PRO Series support a wide range of exciting and new Nextel Direct Connect services, enabling you to take care of business at a whole new level.

**DIRECT CONNECT®**

The PRO Series support push-to-talk calls between PRO Series devices, and all Nextel Direct Connect devices, with the same consistent connectivity that you’ve always known.

**ONE NUMBER**

The PRO Series use the same number for both voice and DC calls. Easy to remember, store, and use. All users can see & exchange separate numbers if preferred.

**VARIETY OF RINGERS**

The PRO Series gives you the flexibility to customize your ringer and/or vibration modes for voice calls, DC calls and call alerts. Use the traditional “beep” or select something new.

**PTT Mixed Call Notification**

When used in Direct Connect mode, your phone will notify you that you received a PTT call. Call Wait, or Group call.

**DIRECT CONNECT PERMISIIONS**

Control who has unrestricted access to you – set permissions for either voice DC numbers, you allow or block specific DC numbers you want to avoid.

**RECENT DC LST**

By pressing the DC button when the phone is idle, a list of all recent Direct Connect calls is displayed for quick access to those you wish to respond to. Use the volume keys to scroll the list and press the DC button again to connect.

**CALL ALERTS**

Call Alerts allow you to notify a user that you want to communicate with them using Direct Connect. You can also include a short message with the alert. To respond, the recipient must press the DC button to initiate a DC call.

**GROUP CONNECT®**

Connect with up to 20 others using Nextel Direct Connect. Sprint devices, at the same time. The Group Call button will be illuminated, and you can initiate calls from the main call. The PRO Series enable you to see how many group members are in the call, when the floor is open and who it.

**FOR THE SMarter USER**

The PRO Series introduces the Variety of Ringers. With the ability to select among the default ringers and/or vibration modes for voice calls, DC calls and call alerts, use the traditional “beep” or select something new.
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**ADVANCED BUSINESS FEATURES**

**PRO-200**

- **BLUETOOTH**
  - Compatible with Bluetooth headsets, handsfree car kits, display networking phone as modem, phone book transfer, G3D, and Bluetooth printing. Also supports Bluetooth barcode readers.

- **Sprint Mobile Sync**
  - Easy to use online tool that lets you manage all of your contact information online. You can also set it up from the Sprint PC and then access the information from your phone and your computer. Additionally, this feature automatically synchronizes the information between the online tool and your device, allowing for security, easier access, and reduced backup of your contacts.

- **E-mail and Messaging**
  - The PRO Series support "walk" email that protects your voice traffic. Email and SMS is in BAM/MBT secured, behind-the-scenes. SMS, MMS, IM, Voice IM and parent messaging (IP).

- **Phone as Modem**
  - With breaking-edge speeds, the PRO Series is the perfect choice for sharing with others. Sprint PC, a free software program, that allows multiple phones to share data, and SMS, MMS, IM, and parent messaging (IP).

- **Restrict and Lock**
  - Protects your phone from data usage, voice calls, and SMS is in BAM/MBT secured, behind-the-scenes. SMS, MMS, IM, Voice IM and parent messaging (IP).

- **Productivity Tools**
  - With the PRO Series, you can increase productivity through the following features"

**PRO-700**

- **BLUETOOTH®**
  - Supports Bluetooth barcode readers.

- **Advanced Business Features**
  - Bluetooth printing. Also supports Bluetooth headsets, Bluetooth barcodes, and Bluetooth headsets.

- **Sprint Mobile Sync**
  - Easy to use online tool that lets you manage all of your contact information online. You can also set it up from the Sprint PC and then access the information from your phone and your computer. Additionally, this feature automatically synchronizes the information between the online tool and your device, allowing for security, easier access, and reduced backup of your contacts.

- **E-mail and Messaging**
  - The PRO Series support "walk" email that protects your voice traffic. Email and SMS is in BAM/MBT secured, behind-the-scenes. SMS, MMS, IM, Voice IM and parent messaging (IP).

- **Phone as Modem**
  - With breaking-edge speeds, the PRO Series is the perfect choice for sharing with others. Sprint PC, a free software program, that allows multiple phones to share data, and SMS, MMS, IM, Voice IM and parent messaging (IP).

- **Restrict and Lock**
  - Protects your phone from data usage, voice calls, and SMS is in BAM/MBT secured, behind-the-scenes. SMS, MMS, IM, Voice IM and parent messaging (IP).

- **Productivity Tools**
  - With the PRO Series, you can increase productivity through the following features"